Effects of diet on behaviour and cognition in children
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Diet can affect cognitive ability and behaviour in children and adolescents. Nutrient composition and meal pattern can exert immediate or long-term, beneficial or adverse effects. Beneficial effects mainly result from the correction of poor nutritional status. For example, thiamin treatment reverses aggressiveness in thiamin-deficient adolescents. Deleterious behavioural effects have been suggested; for example, sucrose and additives were once suspected to induce hyperactivity, but these effects have not been confirmed by rigorous investigations. In spite of potent biological mechanisms that protect brain activity from disruption, some cognitive functions appear sensitive to short-term variations of fuel (glucose) availability in certain brain areas. A glucose load, for example, acutely facilitates mental performance, particularly on demanding, long-duration tasks. The mechanism of this often described effect is not entirely clear. One aspect of diet that has elicited much research in young people is the intake/omission of breakfast. This has obvious relevance to school performance. While effects are inconsistent in well-nourished children, breakfast omission deteriorates mental performance in malnourished children. Even intelligence scores can be improved by micronutrient supplementation in children and adolescents with very poor dietary status. Overall, the literature suggests that good regular dietary habits are the best way to ensure optimal mental and behavioural performance at all times. Then, it remains controversial whether additional benefit can be gained from acute dietary manipulations. In contrast, children and adolescents with poor nutritional status are exposed to alterations of mental and/or behavioural functions that can be corrected, to a certain extent, by dietary measures.
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Introduction

Adequate brain function is a prerequisite for efficient cognition and the performance of organized behaviour. Indeed, the uninterrupted activity of the brain is of vital importance to the survival of the organism since it ensures the continuous performance of many essential voluntary and involuntary functions. It is therefore imperative that the brain is protected from even short-term disruptions of its efficient working conditions. One crucial factor is the supply of metabolic fuel to the brain, in the form of glucose. Glucose supply to the brain is maintained by complex mechanisms involving several hormones and feedback loops to ensure that glycaemia is regulated and maintained at appropriate levels at all times. Given the existence of such potent biological safeguard mechanisms, mental activity that allows cognitive appreciation of the world and appropriate behavioural responses to environmental conditions should be protected from moment-to-moment fluctuations in nutritional status from one meal to the next, and, more generally, from variations in nutrient availability under a broad range of life situations, as long as major nutritional or energy insufficiencies do not occur.

Nevertheless, many studies suggest that poor nutritional status can indeed adversely affect brain function and impact on cognition and behaviour. To a certain extent, appropriate correction of nutrient deficiencies can indeed lead to measurable improvement. Moreover, recent findings suggest that, even in situations of adequate nutritional status, the brain can actually be sensitive to short-term variation of glucose availability. The present paper reviews existing data illustrating such situations in children and adolescents. We first look at behaviour, defined in a very broad sense, and then review effects on various aspects of cognition. Short-term, immediate effects of the ingestion of certain nutrients or meals are considered, as well as longer-term effects attributable to the overall nutritional status of the organism. Scientific evidence is provided about the beneficial and detrimental effects of nutrients, ingredients, foods, meals, eating patterns, and overall nutritional status of the subject. Looking at the potential effects of nutritional factors on cognition and behaviour in young people is of special importance, because childhood and adolescence are crucial periods for acquiring factual knowledge as well as the behavioural and social skills that will determine the person’s ability to cope with the many demands of modern society. This paper does not deal with the very important field of infant nutrition or the long-term effects of breast-feeding, which are beyond the scope of the present workshop. Most of the studies presented here involve school age populations.

Behavioural effects

What are the alleged and/or demonstrated effects of nutritional elements on the behaviour of children or...
adolescents? There is one major behavioural problem that has attracted much attention and has been associated with the presence of certain elements in the diet. The American Psychiatric Association (1994) calls this condition ‘attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder’. This problem is more frequent in boys than in girls and is often treated by pharmacological substances (Wolraich et al. 2001; Wilens et al. 2003). The affected children are described as overactive young people who cannot concentrate, cannot sit still, cannot keep silent, leave one activity unfinished and go to the next. According to proposed hypotheses, the aetiology of this disorder might have to do with intake of sugar, on the one hand, or food additives, on the other. Although observational studies did suggest potential associations, more rigorous intervention experiments did not confirm any causal role of either sugar or food additives in the presence or severity of the disorder.

### Hyperactivity and sugar intake

Crook (1974) observed that when sucrose was eliminated from a hyperactive child’s diet, behaviour improved, but symptoms returned when sugar was reintroduced. Rapp (1978) eliminated various foods including sucrose from the diet of hyperactive children. In a few cases, parents reported that hyperactive behaviour increased as sugar was reinstated. Based on these and other case studies, sugar came to be suspected as a major cause of hyperactivity. These studies, however, had major methodological problems, such as the absence of a control group or the lack of double-blind testing.

Correlational studies provide some support to the idea that sugar intake could play a role in hyperactivity. Prinz et al. (1980) found a correlation between sugar intake (as estimated from a food diary) and destructive–aggressive behaviours in hyperactive children, while a correlation appeared between sugar intake and activity in children of the control group. Wolraich et al. (1986) failed to find correlations between behaviour and sugar intake, although some of the evidence suggested that higher sugar:total energy was associated with elevated activity, off-task behaviours and attention shifts. In pre-school boys, Prinz & Riddle (1986) found that children who consumed the largest amounts of sugar were less able to sustain attention in a vigilance test than peers who consumed the least amounts.

The majority of controlled experimental studies, however, do not support the notion that sugar intake leads to an increase in activity or hyperactivity. Studies comparing a sucrose challenge with a placebo (usually saccharin or aspartame) did not find differences in behaviours such as activity, impulsivity or locomotion (Wolraich et al. 1985; Ferguson et al. 1986; Roshen & Hagen, 1989) even when the tests were carried out in children diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Mahan et al. 1988; Wender & Solanto, 1991). Some studies even reported a decrease in activity levels after intake of sucrose or glucose (Behar et al. 1984; Saravis et al. 1990). A few studies reported higher activity in children after high doses of sucrose (e.g. Rosen et al. 1988). Overall, the experimental evidence does not support a causal association between sucrose intake and activity (Logue, 1991). A reverse causality can also be envisaged, and has been explicitly enunciated in intake surveys: very active children need more energy than sedentary peers, and high sugar intakes serve to cover high energy needs (e.g. Deheeger et al. 1997).

### Hyperactivity and the presence of food additives in the diet

Feingold (1977) hypothesized that hyperactivity was a child’s adverse reaction to food additives, such as artificial sweeteners, artificial colours and preservatives, that are present in numerous industrial foods and drinks. He eliminated these substances from a dietary regimen that came to be known as ‘the Feingold diet’. Tests of the benefits of the Feingold diet have yielded inconclusive results. For example, hyperactive and non-hyperactive children were fed the Feingold diet for five days (Swanson & Kinsbourne, 1980). The children received a capsule with either a placebo or food dyes on days 4 and 5 and learning tasks were conducted on these days. The hyperactive children, but not the controls, performed worse after receiving the food dyes compared with placebo. This study used a relatively high dose of food dyes exceeding what a child would consume from the regular diet, so it is not certain that the results can be generalized to real-life situations.

In another experimental study of hyperactive children fed the Feingold diet, Weiss et al. (1980) gave medium doses of food dyes on some days in a double-blind procedure. In only two of the twenty-two children were the mothers able to detect behavioural effects of the dyes. In the other twenty, food dyes had no discernible effect. So, some effect can appear in particularly sensitive individuals.

Obviously, food additives have changed enormously in the food supply since Feingold’s original hypothesis. Whether or not some of those substances are causally related to hyperactivity in children or adolescents remains to be demonstrated. Given the high prevalence of the disorder and the long-term pharmacological treatment sometimes prescribed from a very young age (Wolraich et al. 2001; Wilens et al. 2003), the potential contribution of dietary substances to the problem deserves vigilant consideration.

### Thiamin

Thiamin is a vitamin for which body stores are relatively small and can be depleted within a few weeks of inadequate intake. Behavioural problems have been reported in thiamin-deficient adolescents whose diet consists largely of high-calorie ‘junk’ food (Benton et al. 1997). The symptoms include irritability, aggressive behaviour and personality changes. The causal role of thiamin deficiency in the problem was demonstrated by the fact that treatment with thiamin alone resulted in behavioural improvement in patients who had previously failed to respond to drugs or psychotherapy. Thiamin status also appears to play a role in mental performance, as we shall see later.

### Cognitive effects

Cognition represents a complex, multidimensional set of abilities. Validated tests assess specific dimensions of
‘intelligence’. Memory, reasoning, attention and psychomotor coordination are only a few of the functions that contribute to mental ability. Memory itself is a very complex set of processes (e.g. short-term, long-term, visual, spatial, verbal, declarative, semantic, strategic) that can be investigated using different assessment tools. In addition to the fundamental complexity of mental functions involved in any cognitive task, intellectual performance under specific test conditions depends on multiple factors, amongst which are individual skill, motivation, general arousal, previous learning, fatigue and time of day. Given the number and complexity of factors susceptible to affect cognitive performance at any particular moment, it is indeed not surprising that very few nutritional effects on cognition have received scientific support. Here we discuss the short-term beneficial effects of glucose intake, the short-term effects of breakfast consumption or omission, and the importance of adequate micronutrient status on various aspects of cognitive performance.

Immediate effects – glucose

An abundant literature suggests that some aspects of intellectual performance can be improved following the intake of a glucose load or some other carbohydrate-rich food. The majority of studies in this field have been carried out in adult subjects. A study by Benton et al. (1987) claimed that glucose does improve attention and reaction to frustration in children, suggesting that the mechanism involved could be the same whatever the age of the subject.

Typically, studies of glucose effects investigate several aspects of mental performance post-ingestion and use a battery of tests. Most studies report significant beneficial effects on some of the dependent measures, and no change in other measures, in the same subjects. It has become obvious that cognitive processes are not equally sensitive to enhancement following a given load of glucose. Positive effects have often been reported for various aspects of short-term memory, and other types of benefit have been demonstrated for rapid information processing, performance on the Stroop test, focused and sustained attention, maze learning, arithmetic ability (Benton et al. 1987), and long-term free and cued recall tasks (Foster et al. 1998). Among negative results, glucose ingestion produced no effect on digit span measures, digit recall or long-term non-verbal memory (Foster et al. 1998). The rise in blood glucose that follows a glucose drink correlates with improved decision time in a reaction time task, faster information processing, better word recall, and improvement on a cognitive conflict task (Benton & Owens, 1993). The effects are not due to the correction of hypoglycaemia, since they are reproduced across a range of baseline blood glucose levels.

Why is it that some mental tasks are improved following the intake of glucose while others are not? Recent studies suggest that the degree of cognitive demand or mental effort required by a task may predict its susceptibility to enhancement by glucose and other metabolic substrates (Donohoe & Benton, 1999; Kennedy & Scholey, 2000). Demanding mental tasks are improved following a glucose load, compared with placebo. Easy tasks are not affected.

In mental tasks of long duration, the later phases of the tasks are likely to be improved by a glucose load, while the earlier phases are unaltered. The beneficial cognitive effects of a glucose load are particularly obvious in persons with some level of mental disability, such as patients with Alzheimer’s disease (Craft et al. 1992, 1996; Messier & Gagnon, 1996) or Down’s syndrome (Manning et al. 1998).

What is the relevance of this knowledge to cognition in children and adolescents? Clearly, more research is needed to answer this question. The conditions and scope of any actual enhancement of mental functions by previous glucose intake in children should be investigated. Many variables should be considered: who might benefit, under what circumstances, over what time interval, and in what type of task.

The mechanism underlying the observed effects is of great importance here. The effects could be due to a rapid and important rise in blood glucose following the glucose load (Benton & Owens, 1993). They could be due to glucose effects on insulin (Craft et al. 1994; Hoyer, 1997). Glucose could act as a cholinergic agonist and as an opioid antagonist (Rodriguez et al. 1999). Elucidation of the critical mechanism might help develop strategies for allowing children to maintain the optimal metabolic state that will facilitate learning and performance, particularly in situations of demanding and prolonged effort. Nutrition experts who would advise parents to feed their children pure glucose in order to optimize mental performance would understandably be met with some suspicion. The basic message that seems to emerge from the glucose literature is that the brain appears to be sensitive to short-term fluctuations of the glucose supply and therefore it might be beneficial to maintain glycaemia at adequate levels between meals to optimize cognition. This could potentially be achieved by a number of means. For example, it seems that low-glycaemic-index foods that minimize glycaemia fluctuations could facilitate mental performance in the hours that follow ingestion. A very recent report provides data in support of this hypothesis in adults (Benton et al. 2003).

Immediate effects – breakfast

One very developed field of study about child cognition is that of the effects of ingesting or omitting breakfast on learning ability in school (e.g. Dickie & Bender, 1982; Pollitt et al. 1981, 1983; Connors & Blouin, 1983; Simeon & Grantham-McGregor, 1989; Michaud et al. 1991; Chandler et al. 1995; Wyon et al. 1997). For decades, educators have attributed the poor performance of many children in the classroom to inadequate nutrition and, more particularly, to the fact that children leave home without having breakfast and therefore cannot mobilize enough energy in the morning to cope with the demands of school activities. To correct this problem, school breakfast programmes have been implemented in several countries, in developing as well as in industrialized areas of the world. An undesirable side-effect of such programmes that has been observed repeatedly is that the ‘school breakfast’ actually duplicates the earlier breakfast
that many children did consume at home and adds unneeded calories to the daily diet, sometimes aggravating weight control problems.

A symposium was devoted to Breakfast, Cognition, and School Learning in 1995. Its proceedings, published in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (Pollitt, 1998), stated that: ‘No definitive conclusions can be drawn from the existing data on either the long and short-term benefits of breakfast on cognition and school learning or the mechanisms that mediate this relation’. It was stressed that although omitting breakfast often interfered with cognition and learning, this effect was more pronounced in nutritionally-at-risk children than in well-nourished children.

Although it might seem obvious to many that skipping breakfast can exert only deleterious effects on a child’s cognitive ability, the actual data gathered under a variety of experimental circumstances show that breakfast omission sometimes has deleterious effects, has no effect or even has beneficial effects depending on what the task is, when it is performed after breakfast, the child’s intelligence quotient (IQ), the child’s age and nutritional status, and the child’s habit of having or omitting breakfast. In addition to this, breakfast nutrient composition and size might also modify the observed changes in cognitive ability.

Breakfast interrupts the overnight fast and provides fuel to the brain and the whole organism. Young children might be more susceptible to the adverse effects of brief fasting than adolescents or adults, according to Pollitt et al. (1981), because of their greater brain metabolic demands relative to liver and muscle glycogen and to gluconeogenic capacity. Gibson & Green (2002) have recently argued that much of the variation typically recorded in the effects of breakfast on performance might be due to uncontrolled individual differences in glycogen stores at the time of participation in the study.

**Immediate effects – snacks**

A few studies have suggested that the intake of a carbohydrate-rich snack in the afternoon can improve cognitive performance in adults (Kanarek & Swinney, 1990; Kanarek, 1997). The potential effects of snacks of varying nutrient composition on the cognitive ability of children and adolescents have not yet been investigated.

**Long-term effects – vitamin status and intelligence score**

The vitamin status of children and adolescents has been shown to influence their cognitive ability. In the 1980s, a series of experiments suggested that vitamin supplements could improve IQ scores in children. For example, Colgan & Colgan (1984) reported increased IQ scores in children with emotional and learning difficulties after taking micronutrient supplementation. Reading skill was also improved. Other reports confirmed these observations in British school children (Benton & Roberts, 1988) and American adolescents (Schoenthaler et al. 1991). These encouraging findings were soon questioned by failed replications (Crombie et al. 1990; Nelson et al. 1990). Deeper investigations finally revealed that it is indeed possible to improve IQ scores in young people with micronutrient supplementation if, and only if, the subject has a poor diet, particularly inadequate in various important micronutrients (Benton & Buts, 1990; Nelson, 1992; Eysenck & Schoenthaler, 1997). In a randomized trial, Schoenthaler et al. (2000) showed that low-dose vitamin–mineral tablets improved non-verbal IQ in some children of low socioeconomic origin, but not in adequately nourished peers.

In most of the studies demonstrating actual benefits, the improvement was observed in non-verbal intelligence tests but not in verbal intelligence tests. According to Benton (2001), a selective enhancement of non-verbal intelligence following supplementation reflects basic brain functions that are susceptible to influence by the diet.

The beneficial effect of micronutrient supplementation on IQ is by no means universal; however, sub-populations of children and adolescents whose diet is highly deficient in vitamins and minerals could benefit from supplementation (Schoenthaler & Bier, 1999). Once more in this field, it appears that supplementation of certain nutrients does not induce cognitive enhancement per se, but rather may reverse, in certain individuals, the adverse effects of poor nutritional status. There is no evidence that healthy, well-fed young persons can benefit intellectually from acute micronutrient administration (Schoenthaler & Bier, 1999).

**Discussion**

A number of recent well-designed studies suggest a potential role of certain nutrients, or elements of eating patterns, in cognitive functioning in children and adolescents. These works indicate that the brain is sensitive to moment-to-moment metabolic changes associated with the pattern of meals and fasting, and also to long-term nutritional status. In several instances, it has been revealed that the clearest effects of nutritional manipulations on cognitive efficiency and behaviour are obtained in young people with poor nutritional status. These observations confirm that poor nutritional status is likely to have deleterious influence on both cognition and behavioural adaptation. Corrective nutritional interventions in these unfortunate cases can only reverse the negative impact of inadequate diets. This underlines the unquestioned necessity of making adequate nutrition available to all youngsters, to prevent intellectual and behavioural problems of potentially long-lasting negative influence.

Besides obvious cases of inadequate dietary status, it is not clear that any particular nutrient or meal is likely to have unquestionable enhancing effects on the cognition or behaviour of well-nourished young people. Even having breakfast has inconsistent effects in well-nourished young people with good mental ability. It may not be possible to enhance cognition or behaviour through acute dietary interventions in young people whose excellent nutritional status results from sound regular dietary habits. This is probably what most of us would wish for our own children, and as a consequence, for all children. Encouraging the intake of a varied diet that includes numerous foods of good nutritional content, according to a sound meal pattern (with regular intake of a hearty
breakfast and perhaps nutritionally valuable snacks), seems the optimal strategy to make sure that young people will have the best possible behavioural and cognitive functioning. It remains to be demonstrated if, indeed, enhanced cognition could be facilitated acutely under circumstances of demanding mental effort, by the intake of foods that would optimize the availability of fuel to the brain structures involved. More research is needed in this field.

It should be remembered also that while cognition and behaviour can be affected in young people by nutritional factors, many other aspects of their environment will modulate the effects of good nutrition. It should not be forgotten that scholastic achievement and successful integration into a social group also depend on numerous individual (e.g. psychological, emotional), familial and social factors. These reservations being made, it is unquestionable that nutrition can play an important role in the success of young people in the performance of these crucial adaptations.
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